Development of Scalable On-Line Anomaly Detection System for Autonomous and Adaptive Manufacturing Processes
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Featured Application: The proposed framework is capable of analyzing the flow of numerous objects in real time on the basis of a new process anomaly detection approach that considers the manufacturing process of an autonomous and adaptive smart factory.

Abstract: Factories of the future are foreseen to evolve into smart factories with autonomous and adaptive manufacturing processes. However, the increasing complexity of the network of manufacturing processes is expected to complicate the rapid detection of process anomalies in real time. This paper proposes an architecture framework and method for the implementation of the Scalable On-line Anomaly Detection System (SOADS), which can detect process anomalies via real-time processing and analyze large amounts of process execution data in the context of autonomous and adaptive manufacturing processes. The design of this system architecture framework entailed the derivation of standard subsequence patterns using the PrefixSpan algorithm, a sequential pattern algorithm. The anomalies of the real-time event streams and derived subsequence patterns were scored using the Smith-Waterman algorithm, a sequence alignment algorithm. The excellence of the proposed system was verified by measuring the time for deriving subsequence patterns and by obtaining the anomaly scoring time from large event logs. The proposed system succeeded in large-scale data processing and analysis, one of the requirements for a smart factory, by using Apache Spark streaming and Apache Hbase, and is expected to become the basis of anomaly detection systems of smart factories.
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1. Introduction

The fourth industrial revolution represented by Big Data, artificial intelligence, and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies is dramatically transforming global industries. Particularly in the manufacturing industry, many countries including Germany, the United States, and Japan are striving to achieve competitive advantage in manufacturing by establishing future-oriented and advanced manufacturing paradigms such as “Industry 4.0,” “Smart Manufacturing,” and “Smart Factory” [1,2]. Factories designed to support the automation of defined production processes are foreseen to become the smart factories of the future by evolving into next-generation autonomous and adaptive factories capable of real-time production monitoring, real-time process optimization, customized flexible
production, and real-time quality diagnosis and prediction by analyzing the Big Data collected via the IoT [3–5].

The production paradigm is changing from low variety high-volume production to high variety low-volume production, and to customized, personalized production owing to the increasingly versatile customer needs, resulting market fluctuations, and extreme competition in the global environment. Accordingly, manufacturers need to introduce the concepts of flexibility and variability to respond to various changes [6]. Typical examples of next-generation smart factories preparing for future production paradigms are the Adidas speed factory [7] and the EU’s F3 (Flexible, Fast, Future) factory [7]. In particular, the F3 factory is a smart factory that implements modular equipment and constructs and operates the production line similar to assembling Lego blocks in accordance with customer needs. A factory with modular production equipment for variability and flexibility and the ability to immediately implement an optimized production system through the integration of Big Data and artificial intelligence could be referred to as an autonomous and adaptive smart factory that satisfies customized, personalized production.

However, the actualization of an autonomous and adaptive smart factory would be expected to complicate the process operation and management because of the increased variation of the process. In addition, it would be difficult to determine whether the composition of the dynamic production line and scheduling and dispatching results are optimal in the long run. Likewise, anomalies of the current process would be difficult to identify. This is because to determine a process anomaly would require the predefined process model to be compared with the process that is actually implemented; however, in an autonomous and adaptive process, it is difficult to define or derive a standard process model from start to finish, and anomalies cannot be detected by the traditional method.

Traditionally, for process anomaly detection, structural or property differences (e.g., lead time, bottlenecks) of the process are discovered by comparing the predefined process or the process model derived from logs with the actually implemented process instances (or cases) [8–11]. At this time, the process mining technique could be used appropriately. Process mining is an activity that derives a process model from logs accumulated in the operational database and compares the predefined process model with the actually implemented process log (conformance checking), and enhances the process model by identifying bottlenecks or anomalous aspects of the process [12]. Recent studies have developed methods to derive a process model in real time [13–15] and discover anomalies by aligning on-stream data with the process model in real time [16,17]. However, applying these results to autonomous and adaptive manufacturing processes is problematic. This is because process anomaly detection using the process mining technique targets various process instances (cases) that have actually been performed in situations where the start and finish positions of the process are mostly identical as the object of analysis.

However, in autonomous and adaptive manufacturing processes, even the same products may have different start and finish positions and the material process flows are diverse. As a result, different cases are unlikely to converge to a certain path, and a spaghetti-like process model [18] with a very complex network, instead of a well-structured process model, is likely to be derived. Furthermore, from a computing perspective, it would be highly unreasonable to determine an anomalous situation by alignment with the spaghetti-like process model while recording the path of each product in a factory in which several thousands of products flow.

This motivated us to propose the Scalable Online Anomaly Detection System (SOADS). This system is capable of analyzing the flow of numerous objects in real time on the basis of a new process anomaly detection approach that considers the manufacturing process of an autonomous and adaptive smart factory. Our proposed approach derives multi-frequency subsequence patterns by analyzing the actually implemented process log and determines the overall process anomaly in a smart factory at every moment by comparing the subsequence patterns with the behavior of the flow of each object (that is, sequence) acquired from real-time event streams. The proposed system satisfies the requirements of a large-scale system by using a Big Data processing and analysis framework and real-time distribution
streaming technology to track numerous object IDs, derive subsequence patterns, and detect process anomalies in real time in a smart factory.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing work related to anomaly detection using event logs. Section 3 explains the overall architecture, subsystems, and the components of the subsystems of the SOADS and describes the implementation methodology. Section 4 describes the subsequence pattern derivation speed according to the data storage quantity in a distributed cluster environment and the results of a real-time anomaly determination speed evaluation test. Finally, Section 5 presents the summary, contributions, and limitations of this study and alludes to future research plans.

2. Anomaly Detection from Event Log

Anomalies are data patterns that deviate from the defined normal data patterns [19]. Anomaly Detection is therefore intended to find data that show unexpected patterns. In the early years, Anomaly Detection involved specifying data thresholds and using inductive learning [20]. Later, methods to classify normality and anomalous behavior using classification techniques such as support vector machine (SVM) and neural network were used [21–23]. In the field of business process management, Anomaly Detection is used to identify abnormal flows by comparing the defined process model or the process model derived from the event log with the actual event log. For this purpose, conformance checking was used [24,25]. Furthermore, studies to derive high-frequency patterns and detect anomalies by using data such as object or material flows and trajectories have been conducted in manufacturing, transportation, and logistics as well as in the field of business process management [26,27].

2.1. Conformance Checking in a Business Process Area

Conformance Checking involves the comparison of event data generated in the process with the defined process model. Initially, the log replay method, which replays a token in the process model was used for conformance checking [8,28]. Later, the trace alignment method, which compares the symmetry between the modeled process and the event log recorded in the performance stage, was introduced and quickly established as the de facto standard in this field [10,29–32]. The traditional conformance checking method has been post-mortem analysis, which compares data collected for a certain period with the model. However, the recent emergence of Big Data and real-time data processing technology, prompted studies to detect anomalies online by comparing event logs generated in real time with the process model [16,17,33]. Furthermore, as the amount of data increases with the progress of the process, conformance checking by processing and analyzing large event logs has been researched [34–36]. Most studies on conformance checking have been conducted from the perspective of control flow, although a few of these studies have been conducted from the perspective of time, data properties, and data flow [37–41].

2.2. Anomaly Detection Beyond the Business Process

Similar to conformance checking in the field of business processes, many studies have investigated anomaly detection by comparing process patterns and event logs derived from a variety of fields including manufacturing, transportation, logistics, and information communication networks. Škulj et al. [42] modeled material flow using a dynamic network model to manage material flow at work sites. They proposed an algorithm to detect the flow of materials that move out of the network and verified its performance by using industrial data. Ladiges et al. [43] suggested a method to automatically derive the material flow of a manufacturing system by using input and output signals and expressing them in a petri net. They then detected anomalies using a token replay method. To test whether airplanes keep to their specified routes, Reynolds and Hansman [44] proposed a model-based anomaly detection framework and verified it based on airplane operation scenarios of airplanes that follow their intended trajectory, inappropriate airplanes, and vague airplanes. Zhouyu et al. [45] extracted the trajectories of vehicles from transportation CCTVs, derived a normal trajectory using the
spectrum clustering method, and suggested an anomaly detection method that can identify vehicles that deviate from the trajectory. Zhou et al. [46] proposed an algorithm that can detect when moving objects have an abnormal trajectory after deriving a normal trajectory of objects in a monitoring video using spectrum clustering. To verify this, they conducted an experiment to detect anomalies using indoor and outdoor CCTV images. Zhang et al. [47] proposed a method for detecting isolation-based anomalies after grouping traces with the same origin and detection by using data from the GPS device mounted in taxis. They conducted an experiment to verify the proposed anomaly detection algorithm using actual taxi operation records in China. Camossi et al. [48] suggested an algorithm for detecting the transportation of suspicious containers in the transportation schedules by learning general container transportation schedules using SVM. Then they conducted an experiment to verify the algorithm by using the container transportation records for a period of 3 years. Kwon et al. [49] proposed a framework that detects abnormal behavior of the network process after learning the general network process in the field of network security by using deep learning algorithms such as a recurrent neural network (RNN) and deep neural network (DNN). They verified the performance of this algorithm using the KDDCup 1999 dataset.

3. Scalable On-line Anomaly Detection System (SOADS)

This section presents the architecture framework of the Scalable On-line Anomaly Detection System (SOADS). In addition, the subsystems of this system, the roles of major components in the subsystems, the input and output data flow of each component, the concrete algorithm, and its implementation method are described.

3.1. Architecture of SOADS

The SOADS is composed of five subsystems as shown in Figure 1. The name of each subsystem is, from the bottom layer, Distributed Messaging System, Real-Time Data Processing, Data Analytics, and Data Query Service.

![Figure 1. Scalable On-line Process Anomaly Detection System Architecture.](image-url)
The Distributed Messaging subsystem plays the role of collecting large event logs generated in the manufacturing process in an autonomous and adaptive smart factory and delivering them to the Real-Time Data Processing subsystem. The collected event logs include all data generated when objects move in the autonomous and adaptive manufacturing processes such as object ID, time, read point, and sensor data. The collected event logs are delivered to the Real-Time Data Processing subsystem in the upper level in XML, JSON, and other formats.

The Real-Time Data Processing subsystem plays the role of storing event logs delivered from the Distributed Messaging subsystem in the database, extracting the necessary information and delivering it to each subsystem and component. The Real-Time Data Processing subsystem consists of four components. The first is the Event Log Preprocessor, which plays the role of filtering collected data and storing it in the database. The second is the Sequence Extractor, which extracts the activity sequence (sequence of read points from the material flow perspective) for each object ID from the pretreated event logs. The third is the Relational Dependency Updater, which extracts casually related read point pairs (e.g., AB, BC, CD) from the pretreated event logs and stores them in the database. Lastly, the Anomaly Evaluator evaluates the anomaly of material flow by comparing the subsequence pattern derived from the Data Analytics subsystem with the sequence data in the real-time event stream extracted from the Sequence Extractor.

The Data Storage subsystem is a database system that consists of the following tables: EVENT LOG TABLE, RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE, PATTERN TABLE, and ALIGNMENT SCORE TABLE. Each table stores the process event log, relations (causally related read point pairs), subsequence patterns, and hourly anomaly evaluation records. The EVENT LOG TABLE stores all large event logs generated in real time, and does not modify or update the recorded events. Thus, the use of a NoSQL database [50], which can quickly store and retrieve large volumes of data, is recommended. Unlike this table, the other three tables generate frequent updates. Therefore, a relational database system, which is advantageous for consistent updates and fast data search, is recommended.

The Data Analytics subsystem derives high-frequency subsequence patterns from the process event logs stored in the EVENT LOG TABLE. The relations between read points recorded in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE and the frequency of each relation are used to raise the speed at which subsequence patterns are derived. The principle is detailed below in the Frequent Sequence Miner and in Section 3.2.

Finally, the Data Query Service provides an interface that allows internal and external users to access and retrieve data stored in the Data Storage subsystem.

3.1.1. Event Log Preprocessor

The Event Log Preprocessor parses large event logs generated from the manufacturing process in the autonomous and adaptive smart factory and stores them in the EVENT LOG TABLE. Simultaneously, it extracts and delivers data to the Sequence Extractor and Relational Dependency Updater. The event logs stored in the EVENT LOG TABLE include all information about the objects. The data delivered to the Sequence Extractor and Relational Dependency Updater partially consists of the event properties extracted and converted to the flat format. The extracted data are the object ID, read point, and event time. The object ID is the ID of the material flowing in the factory, and read point is an element that forms a sequence consisting of places at which the object has been recognized. The event time is the time when the object is recognized by the Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) system. Figure 2 shows an example of a virtual process model expressed in a petri net and flat-formatted event log generated according to the process model.
3.1.2. Sequence Extractor

The Sequence Extractor groups recognized read points for each object ID from the flat formatted event logs delivered from the Event Log Preprocessor, and generates object-(read point list) pairs that list read points in the order of time. The generated object-(read point list) pairs are delivered to the Anomaly Evaluator. Figure 3 shows examples of object-(read point list) pairs generated from event logs.

3.1.3. Relational Dependency Updater

The Relational Dependency Updater records the latest read points for each object ID based on the flat-formatted event logs delivered from the Event Log Preprocessor, identifies the relational dependency between read points, and records the results in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE. This table is composed of relations, which are read point pairs, and the frequency of the corresponding relations.

In general, when patterns are derived using the sequential pattern mining algorithm, it takes considerable time to search an item set above a specific minimum support in the early stage of the algorithm. To shorten this time, our approach is to record relations and frequencies in real time in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE whenever an event occurs, thus supporting the fast search of length-2 patterns above a specific support whenever a subsequence pattern is derived in the future. Figure 4 shows a conceptual diagram of the Relational Dependency Updater.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
Figure 2. Example of process model and flat-formatted event log. (a) process model; (b) flat-formatted event log.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
Figure 3. Example of input and output data for Sequence Extractor.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
Figure 4. Example of input and output data for Relational Dependency Updater.
3.1.4. Frequent Subsequence Miner

The Frequent Subsequence Miner derives high-frequency subsequence patterns using the sequential pattern algorithm. The sequential pattern is also referred to as a sequential association rule, and it identifies sequential patterns that commonly appear in the data by adding the concept of time to the association rules [51]. The sequential patterns can be largely separated into Apriori series and Pattern-Growth series. The representative algorithm of the Apriori series is the GSP (Generalized Sequential Pattern) developed by IBM Research [52]. For the Pattern-Growth series, PrefixSpan [53] developed by Simon Fraser University is a typical example. This study uses the PrefixSpan algorithm, which improves the speed of performance by omitting the process of generating candidate patterns.

Figure 5 shows examples of the input and output data of the Frequent Subsequence Miner.

3.1.5. Anomaly Evaluator

The Anomaly Evaluator scores the degree of anomaly by comparing the sequence of each object ID extracted from the real-time events with the subsequence patterns derived from the Frequent Subsequence Miner. The Sequence alignment algorithm is often used to analyze rank and find similarity such as Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and Ribonucleic acid (RNA) in the bioinformatics field [54].

In the present study, local alignment [55] is used to identify which part of two sequences with different lengths shows a higher homology in the sequence alignment algorithm. This approach is appropriate because the length of the subsequence pattern is likely to be different from the length of the sequence entered in real time. The anomaly of the total process can be monitored by recording the average of the alignment score of sequences extracted from the event stream at each moment or for specific intervals.

Figure 6 shows the scoring process of the Anomaly Evaluator by comparing the time event stream with the subsequence pattern of the PATTERN TABLE.
3.2. Implementation

To implement the Scalable On-line Anomaly Detection System (SOADS) proposed in this study, we used the distributed messaging technology Kafka, the real-time event processing technology Apache Spark streaming, the machine-learning library of Apache Spark, Spark MLlib, the NoSQL database system Apache Hbase, and the relational database MySQL. The components of each subsystem were implemented using Python.

3.2.1. Event Log Preprocessor

In this study, programs were implemented using Python and embedded in Spark Streaming. The format of the event log delivered from the Distributed Messaging System followed the RFID/Sensor data XML format defined by Kang et al. [56]. Figure 7 shows an example event log of the XML format. Here, "epc" is an acronym for electronic product code, which corresponds to the object ID in this study.

To parse the event log in XML format, we used xml.etree.ElementTree, which is a library that can accommodate XML, and which is provided by default in Python. The XML tags in the data are found using the find function, and data corresponding to each tag is extracted and converted to flat text format. Later, the system sends the tag data to track and manage to the EVENT LOG TABLE, and the object ID, read point, and event timetag data to the Sequence Extractor and Relational Dependency Updater. Figure 8 illustrates the process of converting the event log in XML format to flat format data and sending it.

To parse the event log in XML format, we used xml.etree.ElementTree, which is a library that can accommodate XML, and which is provided by default in Python. The XML tags in the data are found using the find function, and data corresponding to each tag is extracted and converted to flat text format. Later, the system sends the tag data to track and manage to the EVENT LOG TABLE, and the object ID, read point, and event timetag data to the Sequence Extractor and Relational Dependency Updater. Figure 8 illustrates the process of converting the event log in XML format to flat format data and sending it.

Figure 7. Example of XML event log data.

Figure 8. Examples of input and output data for the Event Log Preprocessor process.
3.2.2. Sequence Extractor

The Sequence Extractor was implemented in Python using the PySpark package. Figure 9 shows the directed acyclic graph (DAG) related to the Spark RDD transformation. First, (read point, event time) pairs are extracted based on the object ID by using the groupByKey function from the flat formatted event logs delivered from the Event Log Preprocessor. The (read point, event time) pairs collected from the distributed storage are not sorted in chronological order. Therefore, the (read point, event time) pairs are sorted according to the event time. Then, the event time is removed from the (read point, event time) pairs for each object ID by using the map. Lastly, a list of read points for each object ID is extracted by grouping the read points for each object ID into object ID-(read point list) pairs using the map.

![Figure 9. Spark DAG of Sequence Extractor.](image)

3.2.3. Relational Dependency Updater

The logical flow for implementing the Relational Dependency Updater is illustrated in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Process of Relational Dependency Updater.](image)
The Relational Dependency Updater uses the latest read point hash map, which has the object ID as key and the read points as values, as an internal storage space. First, to examine (A) which is the situation in which the first event occurred in the system, OID1 was captured at read point A and time T1. Because the latest read point hash map does not contain a key with the object ID, the object ID is inserted in the key and the read point A is inserted in the value. No insert occurs in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE because this is before the discovery of relational dependency between read points. Next, in part (B), OID 1 was recognized at read point C and time T2. Because OID1 already exists in the latest relation hash map, read point C is updated in the value of OID1. At this time, A and C are in successive relation for OID1, and (AC, 1) is inserted in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE. Another ID, OID 2, is located at read point B at time T3, but there is no information about OID2 in the latest relation hash map; thus, (OID 2, B) is inserted. The same process is repeated for part (C) to find the relational dependency between the read points of OIDs and these are inserted in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE. If the same relation already exists in the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE, the frequency is increased by 1.

3.2.4. Frequent Subsequence Miner

The Frequent Subsequence Miner uses the PrefixSpan algorithm to derive subsequences. The PrefixSpan algorithm generates a pattern of the tree structure while omitting the process of generating candidate patterns in the database. Therefore, it is faster than the general sequential pattern algorithm. The PrefixSpan algorithm expands the tree of sequences that appear frequently in the projectedDB in which all sequences are stored by using depth-first search. In this study, to use the relation and frequency information of the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE, the pyspark.mllib.fpm API source of the Spark MLlib was modified and used. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the modified PrefixSpan algorithm proposed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: prefixSpan for SOADS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = { a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t = { a1, a2, a3 . . . an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = { s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R = { (ai, ao)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF = { (r, f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Function prefixSpanForSOADS(RF, S, minsup)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: foreach RF do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: if f ≥ minsup then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: P ← P ∪ r/re RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: return prefixSpan(P, minsup, ProjectedDB(R, S))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: SubFunction prefixSpan(prefix, minsup, DB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: &lt;b&gt; ← extractPrefix(minsup, DB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: for each b do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: prefix' ← prefix + b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: P ← P ∪ prefix'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: P ← P ∪ prefixSpan(prefix', minsup, ProjectedDB(prefix', DB))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: return P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inputs of this algorithm are RF, T, and minsup. RF is a set of relations and frequency pairs, and means the (relation-frequency) data of the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE in this study. S is a set of sequences, which is the read point list for each OID, that is, sequences extracted from the EVENT LOG TABLE. The extraction method is to use the RDD transformation, which is used in the Sequence Extractor. Minsup is the minimum support defined by the user.
PrefixSpan finds the length-1 sequential patterns above the minsup, and generates a projectDB that takes the patterns as prefix. Then the length-2 pattern above the minsup is found in the projectDB, and a project DB that makes the corresponding patterns as prefix is generated. This process is repeated until length-N. The time required to find the length-2 pattern can be reduced by using the data of the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE proposed in this study, that is, \( R_F \), because length-2 patterns above the minsup can be searched immediately.

3.2.5. Anomaly Evaluator

The Anomaly Evaluator is implemented by using the Smith-Waterman algorithm [55], which is the most frequently used among the local alignment algorithms. A comparison of long sequences of DNA and RNA has the disadvantage that the amount of sequence calculation increases. To address this, recent studies introduced distributed processing methods for the Smith-Waterman algorithm using Spark [57–59]. However, the lengths of the subsequence patterns derived from the autonomous and adaptive manufacturing processes and the sequences in the event stream are expected to be shorter than those of DNA and RNA. Hence, their comparison would require little time. Therefore, in this study, the Anomaly Evaluator was implemented by using the biopython library of Python, which is based on the Smith-Waterman algorithm.

The Anomaly Evaluator receives a list of read points, that is, the sequence for each object and performs local alignment with the sequence patterns stored in the database. All patterns are circulated 1:1 and the highest alignment score means the abnormality or normality of the sequence. The average of the scores of objects in the same stream and the stream occurrence time are stored in the ANOMALY SCORE TABLE. Figure 11 shows the process of operation of the Anomaly Evaluator.

4. Performance Test of SOADS

Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the SOADS proposed in this study. The first is an experiment to determine the pattern derivation speed of the Frequent Subsequence Miner. The pattern derivation speed was determined with and without using the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE for each event log size. The second is a stress experiment of the Anomaly Evaluator. The anomaly scoring speed was measured by adjusting the number of sequences in the event stream. The event log used in the experiment is simulation data for a battery manufacturing process with a high degree of freedom of process logistics.

4.1. Overall Processes of Battery Manufacturing

The battery manufacturing process largely consists of plate, assembly, and formation processes as shown in Figure 12.
The plate process is the process of producing filling material for insertion into the battery. This process consists of mixing, which produces the filling material in the form of slurry, coating, in which the slurry is applied to the copper plate, press, which rolls the coated plate, slitting, which cuts the main roll of copper plate into multiple plates to produce a reel, and vacuum/dry. In the case of a positive plate, laminating is added. The assembly process consists of winding the reel produced in the plate process and assembling it with the battery case. Because of the nature of these processes, the plate process uses routing of the job shop type whereas the assembly process uses routing of the flow shop type. The formation process, which involves charging and testing the assembled battery, consists of room-temperature aging, high-temperature aging, charge/discharge, Intensity current/Resistance (IR), Open Circuit Voltage (VOC) inspection, and defect screening. However, this sequence varies depending on the product. This is a highly complex process of which the path is changed by the production status, logistics situation, line operation status, and the existence/absence of defect. Basically, the products are transported by an automatic conveyor, but when a problem occurs, a worker intervenes and determines the logistics route with non-long-term and limited information. Therefore, pattern derivation and anomaly detection from past data can be used in this process. In future, it is likely to evolve into an autonomous and adaptive process by using smart sensors and automated guided vehicles (AGVs). The experiment to assess the performance of SOADS is targeted at the event logs from the assembly process in which the lot number is generated to the formation process.

4.2. Simulation Modeling

To test the performance of the proposed SOADS, the formation process was simulation-modeled to generate event logs. Figure 13 shows the simulation modeling of the battery assembly process and formation process using Arena version 15.1.
The assembly process consisted of a winding with twenty facilities and an assembly with twenty-four facilities on a dedicated line. In order to derive the high frequency subsequence pattern, the strong path can be shown by setting the probability that the object moves to one facility every quarter to 50% for one dedicated line. The formation process is composed of eight room-temperature aging facilities, four high-temperature aging facilities, six IR test facilities, seven charge/discharge facilities, and seven defect inspection facilities. The basic sequence of the formation process consists of storing all the batteries that have been produced in room temperature and high-temperature aging facilities, IR inspection, charge/discharge, and defect inspection. For IR inspection and charge/discharge, once each process is finished, the battery is inspected for defects and, if found to be defective, it is returned to the previous process. In the last defect inspection, if the battery does not satisfy the criteria, it is returned to the previous process to address the cause of the defect. The anomaly detection process of this study is centered on control flow. Thus, the time required for each process was set to be identical to the travel time between processes. The probability for allocating objects to one of the facilities of each process was varied as 50% to provide a strong path to prevent the attempt to discover the high-frequency subsequence pattern from failing. And the rest of the facilities was set as between 5% and 25% randomly. The defect rate of IR inspection, charge/discharge, and defect inspection was set to 5%. When an object defaults in IR inspection, the probability of returning to the room temperature and high-temperature aging facilities was set 50%, 27% which are the previous process and that before the previous process, and the reprocessing probability was set 23%. When an object defaults in IR inspection, the probability of returning to the room temperature and high-temperature aging facilities was set 50%, 27% and probability of reprocessing and move to IR inspection was set 15%, 8%. In the case of inspection for defects, the probability of returning to the previous process when there are four defective products was set to 32% of room temperature aging, 21% of high temperature aging, 12% of IR inspection, and 35% of charge/discharge.

4.3. Test Environment

The benchmark test of the proposed SOADS was carried out by configuring Hadoop and Spark Cluster using four servers. Among them, three have the same specifications and play the role of data node, and one server plays the configuration role. For this test, Apache Hadoop, Apache Hbase, and Apache Spark were installed on every server. Table 1 lists the specifications of the configuration server and data node servers. It also allocated 20 cores per executor created when running Spark and configured the cluster to use 60 GB of memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Type</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>HDD</th>
<th>OS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Server</td>
<td>3.6 GHz × 8</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
<td>512 GB</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Node Server</td>
<td>2.2 GHz × 8</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
<td>512 GB</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Performance Test of Frequent Subsequence Miner

To evaluate the performance of the Frequent Subsequence Miner, the 10 GB event log, which stores about 9 million events, is increased to 500 GB, and the time for discovering subsequence patterns were measured at every 100 GB increase. First, 10 GB of event logs was stored in Hbase. The processing time for deriving the subsequence pattern from event logs using the original PrefixSpan algorithm was measured. Next, the processing time for deriving the subsequence pattern using the PrefixSpan algorithm with the RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE was measured. Each measurement was repeated 30 times and the average processing time was recorded. Figure 14 summarizes the performance experiment of the Frequent Subsequence Miner.
patterns were extracted from the previous experiments described in Sub-Section 4.4. The sequence length in the event stream was increased from 1000 to 10,000 by 1000, and sequence alignment was performed on the sequences even in a small number of clusters. This means that as the amount of data increases, prefixSpan using RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE is more advantageous.

![Figure 14](image)

**Figure 14.** Process of experiment to assess the performance of the Frequent Subsequence Miner.

The test results show that the PrefixSpan algorithm using RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE outperforms the original PrefixSpan algorithm to derive the subsequence pattern, as shown in Figure 15a. Also in Figure 15a,b shows, the gap in subsequence pattern derivation time increases linearly as the size of the event log increases. This means that as the amount of data increases, prefixspan using RELATIONAL DEPENDENCY TABLE is more advantageous.

![Figure 15](image)

**Figure 15.** Result of Frequent Subsequence Miner experiment. (a) Result of frequent subsequence miner test; (b) Details of test result.

### 4.5. Performance Test of Anomaly Evaluator

In order to evaluate the performance of anomaly scoring, the number of sequences in the event stream was increased from 1000 to 10,000 by 1000, and sequence alignment was performed on the sequences in the stream and 11 prepared patterns shown in Table 2. The sequence length in the event stream was randomly generated from 15 to 20 corresponding to the process model. The prepared patterns were extracted from the previous experiments described in Sub-Section 4.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern ID</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>A1A5A9A13A17B1B5B9B17B21C1D1E1F1G1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>A3A5A10A14A19B4B8B16B20B24C1D4E4G4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>A4A7A10A14A20B3B7B13B19B23C8D3E4G5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>A1A7A9A16B2B6B11B18D2E4F3G4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>A1A18B3B7B19B23C9D2E5F6G6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>A3A10A18B2B18B22C10D1E4G3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>A10A14A18B16B20B24C5E2F7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>A3A6A19B14B19C2D2F5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>A3A8A15B4B8B15E1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>A6A9B6D1F7G4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>A1A13B9B17C3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental results show that the anomaly scoring time increases linearly with the number of sequences in the stream, as shown in Figure 16 below. Increasing linearly rather than exponentially means ensuring stable performance as server resources expand. In addition, it is very good to use sequence alignment for anomaly scoring because it is very fast in less than 3 s to analyze 10,000 sequences even in a small number of clusters.

![Result of Anomaly Evaluator experiment](image)

**Figure 16.** Result of Anomaly Evaluator experiment.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed the architecture of the Scalable On-line Anomaly Detection System (SOADS), which can be used to detect anomalies of the manufacturing flow by considering the manufacturing process of an autonomous and adaptive smart factory. The goodness of the system was verified via implementation and experimentation. The first advantage of the SOADS is that it satisfies the large-scale system requirement, which is the ability to analyze the flow of objects that are generated in large volumes in an autonomous and adaptive smart factory. This advantage is attributable to the use of Spark streaming and Hbase as subsystems, which are distributed processing technologies. The second advantage is that the method employed for subsequence pattern derivation using the RELATIONAL DEPENGENCY TABLE of the SOADS is efficient in terms of the pattern search time relative to the existing PrefixSpan algorithm, which searches from the length-1 pattern.

Most studies related to smart factories in academic and industrial circles are abstract studies from a high-level perspective, such as from the viewpoint of architecture, reference models, and future prospects, or they address current problems such as automation, failure diagnosis, and quality prediction for unit processes. The main contribution of this study is that it proposed, implemented, and proved a priori a system that can solve problems that may occur in future autonomous and adaptive smart factories for all processes by merging manufacturing (domain), information and communication technology (ICT), and engineering analysis (methodology) unlike previous studies. Furthermore, theories that have been used for data mining and gene sequence analysis were applied to the smart factory (new territory) using distributed computing technology (new computer environment), thus demonstrating that Big Data technology, which is a next-generation technology, can further evolve existing theories, which can be applied to various fields.

The anomaly detection perspective in this study is centered on control flow, and anomaly detection studies from more diverse perspectives are required. Therefore, in the future, we would need to expand this study to more intensively investigate process anomaly detection by considering multiple perspectives including the time perspective, such as processing time and movement time, the data perspective by considering the properties, types, and cost of objects, and the contextual perspective
such as temperature and humidity changes in the manufacturing flow. Furthermore, the simulation data used in this study did not consider the noise, which is inevitably generated when barcodes, RFID, and sensors are used in the actual manufacturing process. Therefore, research on the derivation of subsequence pattern and anomaly scoring after refinement of noise of event logs by smoothing, noise filtering, etc. using a method like Bayesian network will be needed.

In the future, this research could be extended to not only deriving material flow patterns in smart factories, but also deriving worker movement and patterns in factories using techniques such as crowd sensing [60,61]. In addition, this research could be integrated with numerous Smart X studies, including smart logistics, smart cities and smart streets [62–64], beyond smart factory fields.
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